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WHAT’S UP
TOP, DOC?
TVmedic’s secret hairtransplant
EMBARRASSING Bodies TV doctor BY JANE ATKINSON
Christian Jessen has an embarrassing
curtains style, shot to stardom
issue of his own—he’s had a secret distinctive
three years ago on Channel 4 show Supersize
hair transplant.
vs Superskinny. He now advises patients on
The vain star of the popular Channel 4
show had the £4,000 op to thicken his
thinning mop of floppy blonde locks.
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HE’S LOSING IT: Christian’s receding hairline

Christian made sure the procedure—which
involves taking hair from the back of the
scalp where it’s thick and implanting it
where the hairline is receding—was kept
hush-hush.
He even travelled from his London base to
a clinic in Cheshire to have the four-hour op
so he wasn’t spotted.
A source said: “Christian had it done just a
few weeks after he first did a piece on
Embarrassing Bodies about hair transplants.
“He is totally thrilled with it, he loves
admiring his new fuller hair in the mirror.”
Christian, 33, who wears his locks in a

treatments to cure a range of delicate problems on Embarrassing Bodies. And he has a
GP clinic in Harley Street where he first
consulted a neighbouring specialist about
his baldness before travelling to Cheshire to
have the hair transplant in May last year.
The source added: “The surgeon transferred hair from the back of his head into
the bald bit at the front. It took several
months until you could see his hair was
getting fuller.”
Last night Christian confessed to the News
of the World: “Having talked to patients who
had hair transplants on Embarrassing
Bodies, I decided the time was right to get it
done. I’m delighted with the results”.
jane.atkinson@notw.co.uk
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RETURN OF THE MOP: It’s back after op

It’s Men
in Back

Kid shirt
net vote

HOLLYWOOD pals Will
Smith and Tommy Lee
Jones have signed up to a
third Men in Black movie
—and it will be in 3D.
The pair are in line for
£20 million each to revive
their alien-busting characters Jay and Kay.
Filming could start as
early as this summer and
the film is set to be released in May next year.
A Tinseltown producer
said: “It should be a surefire hit, especially because it’s going 3-D.”
The film, directed by
MIB veteran Barry Sonnenfeld, will cost around
£100 million.

ASDA is letting mums
decide if a T-shirt for girls
of five is too adult following the storm over Primark’s padded kids’ bras.
Clothes line George at
Asda canvassed website
Mumsnet over a slogan on
the top reading “gorgeous
is an understatement”.
Reaction was lukewarm
but most said it stopped
short of “sexualising” children. One mum said: “But
it’s still about looks,
which is just wrong.”
George, which is signed
up to Mumsnet’s Let Girls
Be Girls campaign, is believed to be the first to let
mum’s vote on products.

SUNDAY
A THIEF who broke
into an angling shop
was caught with six
fishing hooks stuck
in his rear in Cloppenburg, Germany.

QUICKIE

SUNDAY
HOUSE movers Ash
Removals of Guildford,
Surrey, have been
plagued by pranksters complaining
about volcanic ash.

QUICKIE

Suicide
aid rap

Robber
donates

A
FORMER
nurse
accused of encouraging
dozens to kill themselves
worldwide
has
been
charged with aiding a
Brit suicide.
William Melchert-Dinkel allegedly posed as a
female nurse on websites
to prey on the depressed.
He was charged in the
US with aiding the suicide of Mark Drybrough,
32, from Coventry, who
hanged himself in 2005.
An
email
from
Melchert-Dinkel, 47, of
Minnesota, was found on
Mark’s computer containing details on how he
could hang himself.

NOTORIOUS
jailbird
Charles Bronson has donated £100 to help pay for
the headstone of a girl
who died aged 10 days.
Sarah Gaffney and
Luke Dayus are trying to
raise £2,500 for the memorial for daughter Phoebe
after
her
grave
at
Astwood cemetery in
Worcester was vandalised.
Robber Bronson, 57,
serving life at Woodhill,
Bucks, used money from
the sale of sculptures
based on his jail drawings
by friend Mark Williams.
In a letter to Mark,
Bronson said: “The ton is
my privilege to sort out.”

